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HeroBox Efforts are Perfect Way to Educate Students During COVID-19 Social Distancing and Homeschool Efforts

PEACHTREE CITY, Georgia – As parents are making it halfway through their first week of homeschooling their children during the Coronavirus, the stress of activities and projects is growing and new ideas are in high demand. HeroBox is the perfect activity for children and parents who are working from home.

Many parents aren't teachers and during this time, as direction from their childrens' schools are received and teachers are online, parents are scrambling for activities to do with their kids that won't entail leaving the house or interacting with other people.

HeroBox is a nonprofit organization with a mission to provide the physical and moral support our heroes need while they are away from home through individualized care packages. During this season where everyone seems to have more time than usual, there is no better moment than to teach kids and students the importance of supporting deployed service members.

Kids can write notes, draw pictures, make lists of items to include to get started. Parents, make this a math project for your children and count the items that are going into the box, show your kids how to input addresses and print shipping labels, and when the coast is clear, head to the post office and ship the box off to your Hero.

HeroBox connects you to a Hero and there are countless options as to how you choose to support them and involve those around you during this time.
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Learn more at www.herobox.org.